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Abstract. In recent years, Internet of things (IoT) devices have been widely
implemented and industrially improved in manufacturing settings to monitor, col-
lect, analyze, and deliver data. Nevertheless, this evolution has increased the risk of
cyberattacks, significantly. Consequently, developing effective intrusion detection
systems based on deep learning algorithms has proven to become a dependable
intelligence tool to protect Industrial IoT devices against cyber-attacks. In the
current study, for the first time, two different classifications and detection long
short-term memory (LSTM) architectures were fine-tuned and implemented to
investigate cyber-security enhancement on a benchmark Industrial IoT dataset
(BoT-IoT) which takes advantage of several deep learning algorithms. Further-
more, the combinations of LSTM with FCN and CNN demonstrated how these
two models can be used to accurately detect cyber security threats. A detailed
analysis of the performance of the proposed models is provided. Augmenting the
LSTMwith FCN achieves state-of-the-art performance in detecting cybersecurity
threats.

Keywords: Smart manufacturing · Industrial IoT ·Machine learning ·
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1 Introduction

In the last two decades, there has been growing interest in smart Internet of things
(IoT) devices in many applications of Industry 4.0 [1] such as smart manufacturing
due to increasing the integration of cyber-physical systems (CPS) into the internet [2].
Generally, large-scale CPS networks made smart manufacturing systems that are safety-
critical and rely on networked and distributed control architectures [3]. Recently, with
decreasing cost of sensors and superior access to high bandwidth wireless networks, the
usage of IoT devices in manufacturing systems has increased significantly [4]. Never-
theless, the implementation of IoT devices into manufacturing systems increases the risk
of cyber-attacks. Therefore, the security of IoT systems has become a vital concern to
businesses.
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According to the report of Industrial Control Systems Monito Newsletter, approxi-
mately one-third of the cyber-attacks target the manufacturing sector [5]. Furthermore,
based on the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), these attacks via
cyberspace, target an enterprise’s use of cyberspace to destroy, or maliciously control a
computing infrastructure [6].

Realistic security and investigation countermeasures, such as network intrusion
detection and network forensic systems, must be designed effectively to face the ris-
ing threats and challenges of cyber-attacks [7]. Today, data analytics is at the forefront
of the war against cyber-attacks. Cybersecurity experts have been employing data ana-
lytics not only to improve the cybersecurity monitoring levels over their network streams
but also to increase real-time detection of threat patterns [8, 9].

Neural Networks (NN) were inspired by the way the human brain works. NN algo-
rithms are well-suited for usage in a variety of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and (Machine
Learning) ML applications because they are made up of several data layers. Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNNs) transmit data back and forth from later processing stages to
earlier stages (networks with cyclic data flows that may be employed in natural language
processing and speech recognition) [10]. RNN was used to achieve a true positive rate
of 98.3% at a false positive rate of 0.1% in detecting malware [11]. In another paper,
Shibahara et al. [12] utilized RNN to detect malware based on network behavior with
high precision. Also, despite many advantages, one problem with RNN is that it can
only memorize part of the time series which results in lower accuracy when dealing
with long sequences (vanishing information problem). To solve this problem, the RNN
architecture is combined with Long Short-TermMemory (LSTM) [13]. An RNN-LSTM
approach has been used in intrusion detection systems to detect botnet activity within
consumer IoT devices and networks [14].

LSTM [13] refers to neural networks capable of learning order dependency in
sequence prediction and remembering a large amount of prior information via Back
Propagation (BP) or previous neuron outputs and incorporating them into present pro-
cessing. LSTM can be leveraged with various other architectures of NN. The most
notable application for such network builds is seen in text prediction, machine transla-
tion, speech recognition, and more [10]. By replacing the hidden layer nodes that act
on memory cells through the Sigmoid function, LSTM proposes an enhancement to the
RNN model. These memory cells are in charge of exchanging information by storing,
recording, and updating previous information [15].

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) uses a feed-forward topology to propagate
signals, CNN is more often used in classification and computer vision recognition tasks
[10]. In a unique study, Yu et al. [16] suggested a neural network architecture that com-
bines CNN with autoencoders to evaluate network intrusion, detection models. Also,
Kolosnjaji et al. [17] proposed neural network architecture that consisted of CNN com-
bined with RNN to better detect malware from a VirusShare dataset showing that this
newly developed architecture was able to achieve an average precision of 85.6%. In
conclusion, CNN has a Deep Learning (DL) network architecture that learns directly
from data without the necessity of manual feature extraction.

Fully Convolutional Neural Network (FCN) is a CNN without fully connected lay-
ers [18]. A major advantage of using FCN models is that it does not require heavy
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preprocessing or feature engineering since the FCN neuron layers are not dense (fully
connected) [19]. FCN has been used [20] to detect fake fingerprints and it was shown
that FCN provides high detection accuracy in addition to less processing times and fewer
memory requirements compared to other NN.

Although progress has beenmade to solve and decrease the risk of cyber-attacks with
differentmachine learningmodels and algorithms, it is necessary to implement novel and
efficient methods to keep protections updated. In this study, for the first time, we propose
and compare the use of two novelmodels, reliable, and effective data analytics algorithms
for time-series classification on a Bot-IoT dataset. The first approach is Long Short-
Term Memory Fully Convolutional Network (LSTM-FCN) and the second approach
is Convolutional Neural Network with Long Short Term Memory (CNN-LSTM). The
results of the current study show how such approaches can be utilized to enhance the
deterrence level of malicious attacks in industrial IoT devices. This paper shows howDL
algorithms can be vital in detecting cybersecurity threats by proposing novel algorithms
and evaluating their efficiency and fidelity on a new dataset. The next three sections
discuss the preprocessing methodology of the dataset, the results and analysis of this
paper, and the conclusion.

2 Preprocessing of Datasets

Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS) based on DL algorithms have proven to
be a reliable network protection tool against cyber-attacks [14]. In this paper, we applied
state-of-the-art DL algorithms on a benchmark NIDS dataset known as BoT-IoT [11].
This dataset was released by The Cyber Range Lab of the Australian Centre for Cyber
Security (ACCS) in 2018.

The Bot-IoT dataset [11] contains roughly 73 million records (instances). The BoT-
IoT dataset was created by the Cyber Range Lab of UNSW Canberra. The process
involved designing a realistic network environment that incorporated a combination of
normal and botnet traffic. For better handling of the dataset, only 5% of the original
set was randomly extracted using MySQL queries. The extracted 5%, is comprised of
4 files of approximately 1.07 GB total size, and about 3 million records, [21]. The
dataset includes a range of attack categories such as Denial-of-Service (DoS), Dis-
tributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS), Operating System Scan (OS Scan) also known as
Reconnaissance or Prope, Keylogging (Theft), Data Exfiltration (Theft), Benign (No
attack).

This dataset contains 45 explanatory features and one binary response feature (attack
or benign), only 16 of the 45 features were used as input to our models. In all conducted
deep learning models, feature selection was employed when the algorithm itself extracts
the important features. Furthermore, an upsampling technique [46] was used to over-
come the heavily imbalanced binary response feature. The feature contained only 13859
minority counts of benign compared to a whapping 586241 majority counts of attack.
Upsampling procedure prevents the model from being biased toward the majority label.
The existing data points corresponding to the outvoted labels were randomly selected
and duplicated into the training dataset.

Since input numerical features have different units which means that they have dif-
ferent scales, the SKlearn Standard Scaler was utilized to standardize numerical features
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by subtracting themean and then scaling to unit variance by dividing all the values by the
standard deviation [22]. DL models require all features to be numeric. For categorical
features where no ordinal relationship is in existence, the integer encoding (assigning an
integer to each category) can be misleading to the model and results in poor performance
or unexpected results (predictions halfway between categories) as it allows the model to
assume a natural ordering between categories. In this case, a one-hot encoding can be
applied to the categorical representation [23].

3 Results and Analysis

To create our four main models on the dataset, two basic architectures were proposed:
CNN-LSTM. The suggested CNN-LSTM architecture employs a one-dimensional con-
volutional hidden layerwith threefilters (collection of kernels used to store values learned
during the training phase) and a kernel size of 32 that operates over a 1D sequence. Batch
normalization is used in conjunction with the convolutional hidden layer to normalize
its input by implementing a transformation that keeps the mean output near 0 and the
output standard deviation close to 1. The hidden layer is used to extract features. In
the hidden layers of a neural network, an activation function is employed to allow the
model to learn increasingly complicated functions. Rectified Linear Activation (ReLU)
was utilized in our design to improve the training performance. The ReLU is then fol-
lowed by a MaxPooling1D layer, to minimize the learning time by filtering the input
(prior layer’s output) to the most important new output. A dropout layer was included to
prevent overfitting, which is a typical problem with LSTM models. The added dropout
layer has a probability of 0.2, which means that the layer’s outputs are dropped out. The
dropout layer’s output is subsequently sent into the LSTM block. A single hidden layer
made up of 8 LSTM units and an output layer are used to create the LSTM block. After
the LSTM block, a Dense layer (which gets input from all neurons in the preceding
LSTM output layer) produces one output value for the sigmoid activation function. The
sigmoid function’s input values are all real integers, and its output values are in the range
of (0, 1), a binary result that reflects (benign, attack). As part of the optimization of the
algorithm, a Binary Cross-Entropy loss function was used to estimate the loss of the
proposed architecture on each iteration so that the weights can be updated to reduce the
loss on the next iteration [24, 25].

LSTM-FCN combines the exact classification of LSTM Neural Networks with the
quick classification performance of temporal convolutional layers [26]. For time series
classification tasks, temporal convolutions have proven to be an effective learning model
[19]. The proposed LSTM-FCN has a similar architecture to the proposed CNN-LSTM
architecture but instead, it utilizes aGlobalAveragePooling1D layer to retainmuch infor-
mation about the “less important” outputs [27]. The layers are then concatenated into a
single Dense final layer with Sigmoid activation.

Bothmodels have utilizedAdamOptimizationAlgorithm [28] with a steady learning
rate of 0.03 (the proportion that weights are updated throughout the 3 epochs of the
proposed architecture). The 0.03 is a mid-range value that allows for steady learning.
There was no need to optimize the hyperparameters (finding the optimal number of
LSTM cells) due to the almost 0% misclassification rate of the proposed models. The
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default weight initializer that was used in the proposed architecture is Xavier Uniform.
Since k-fold cross-validation (CV) is not commonly used in DL, here it is introduced
on each model to investigate if it produces different results by preventing overfitting.
Moreover, the k value is chosen as 5 which is very common in the field of ML [29, 30].
The models have utilized the StratifiedKFold [31] to ensure that each fold of the dataset
has the same proportion of observations (balanced) with the response feature. In the case
where k-fold CV was not introduced, the train_test_split function from Scikit-learn [32]
was utilized to split data into 80% for training and 20% for testing. A summary of the
accuracy and loss results for the applied models is listed in Table 1.

Accuracy describes just what percentage of test data are classified correctly. In any
of these models, there is a binary classification of Attack or Benign. When accuracy is
99.99%, it means that out of 10000 rows of data, the model can correctly classify 9999
rows. Table 2 shows that very high accuracy levels (−99.99%)were achieved for theBoT-
IoT datasets. The proposed LSTM-FCNmodels have shown slightly better performance
than the proposed CNN-LSTM models in detecting attacks using the BoT-IoT dataset
(100% vs 99.99%).

Table 1. Accuracy and Loss values for different methods.

Methods Accuracy Loss

CNN-LSTM 99.99% 0.0016

LSTM-FCN 100% 0.0068

CNN-LSTM 5-folds CV 99.99% 0.0020

LSTM-FCN 5-folds CV 100% 0.0015

The models use probabilities to predict binary class Attacks or Benign between 1
and 0. So if the probability of Attack is 0.6, then the probability of Benign is 0.4. In this
case, the outcome is classified as an Attack. The loss will be the sum of the difference
between the predicted probability of the real class of the test outcome and 1. Table 2
shows that very low loss values were achieved for the BoT-IoT dataset. At the same time,
using 5-folds CV reduced the loss values for the FCN-LSTM from 0.0068 to 0.0015.

The Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristics (AUROC) is a performance
measurement for classification models. The AUROC reveals the model probability of
separating between various classes, Attack or Benign in this case. The AUROC is a
probability that measures the performance of a binary classifier averaged across all
possible decision thresholds. When AUROC value is 1, it indicates that the model has
an ideal capacity to distinguish between Attack or Benign. When the AUROC value
is 0, it indicates that the model is reciprocating the classes. Table 2 shows a summary
of AUROC values for all proposed models. The CNN-LSTM and LSTM-FCN models
showed high capacity (AUROC = 1.00) of predicting Attack or Benign classes.
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Table 2. Summary of AUROC values from different models.

CNN-LSTM LSTM-FCN CNN-LSTM 5-folds CV LSTM-FCN 5-folds CV

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1.00 1.00 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.998 0.976 0.987 0.993 0.998

4 Conclusions

In this paper, novel deep learning models for attack classification and detection were
proposed utilizing the Industrial IoT dataset (BoT-IoT). The results revealed cutting-edge
performance in terms of detecting, classifying, and identifying cybersecurity threats. The
evaluation process has utilized accuracy and AUROC values as performance metrics
to show the effectiveness of the proposed models on the three benchmark datasets.
Deep learning algorithms were shown to be capable of successfully identifying and
categorizing assaults in more than 99.9% of cases in two of the three datasets used.
With the Attention LSTM block, future researchers may investigate the use of attention
processes to enhance time series classification. Future research might look at whether
having a similar or distinct collection of characteristics across different datasets affects
the NIDS’ performance using DL methods.
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